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This summer, the German city of Karlsruhe is staging a series of installations around town that are themed
around a surprising topic: Construction work.
The series is called The City Is a Star, and it focuses on "machines and materials of construction work," as
Designboom points out today. Karlsruhe-and its local ZKM Center for Art and Media-asked four artists to install
art that relates to construction work around the city, including work by Hans Hollein and Tim Otto Roth.
But two of the artists took the theme very literally. Austrian artist Erwin Wurm, whose piece, Truck, is literally a
truck parked on a city street in Karlsruhe. Of course, he body of the cargo hold curves upward, making it look as
though it's been stretched by some giant. Last week, the piece attracted a ton of attention online when outlets
reported that some stuffy police officer had issued the truck a very real parking ticket (it was a fake joke ticket,
the city later explained).
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"One frequently comes across images of an urban situation in which one is uncertain as to whether it emerged
intentionally or unintentionally, whether it was the result of chance or accident," explain ZKM's curators. "Was it
thrown against the wall during a storm? Or is it one of the cars of the future, which can be ramped-up in reverse
against the wall?"
Another piece is by the Argentinian artist Leandro Erlich, who is the master of eye-trolling. You've probably seen
Erlich's work before-maybe his Swimming Pool installation, which lets you walk beneath a hyper-real fake pool,
or Dalston House, a mirror installation that makes visitors feel as though they're falling upwards:
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In Karlsruhe, Erlich has installed a piece called Pulled By the Roots, a "house" that dangles from an actual
construction crane in an actual construction site in the city center. It looks just real enough to trick the eye-until
you notice the "roots" dangling off of the home's foundation. The structure is designed to look as though it
belongs to a nearby group of row houses, adding to the effect.
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It's an obvious ruse as soon as you see the roots, of course. It's more fun to imagine someone on their way
through the city, maybe late for work, seeing a house dangling from a crane out of the corner of their eye-and
managing not to notice the difference.
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